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Legal Violations.pdf

Hello Peter,

This is Maria Singleton and Les Sunde.  We met in Lt. Koumal's office right before you got
called to a roll over accident today.  I am forwarding you the attachments of the documents
that were sent out that were of concern to me and Les.  These documents were sent to
members of the Samaritans here in Ajo.  I consider myself to be a part of the Samaritans. 
(Maria)  Both Les and I are referenced in this email towards the end...i.e. the part about Maria
being kidnapped in Sonoyta and poor Les having to pay ransom for me.  
A couple of the Samaritans did some research and were able to track down the sender of
these documents even though he sent them through an email I didn't recognize and he did
not attach his name.  His name is Kenneth Nolan and he directed a play that I was in last year. 
I had planned on coming in with the documents at some point but that was expediated by the
fact that Ken showed up on my property around noon today and ran away across the street
when I saw it was him.  
We live across the street from the Cabeza Prieta Welcome Center which is where Ken ran to
once I spotted him.  We immediately jumped in our vehicle to come see you folks but not
before taking a picture of his vehicle parked at Cabeza Prieta.  An employee named Margot
can verify that Ken and his wife came into the welcome center at that time.
I will send you a picture from my phone that I took of his vehicle immediately after this
incident.
Thanks,
Maria

Maria
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What about violations of international laws and treaties? Specifically ...consider the legality of a US Citizen entering a foreign country #1 (Mexico) for the specific 
purpose of assisting someone who has illegally entered foreign country #1-Mexico- from Foreign Country #2- example Guatemala- 
Guatemala citizen illegally enters Mexico and is then assisted by a US Citizen who has entered Mexico with the specific purpose of providing aid and relief to the 
Guataleman Citizen while illegal Guatemalan is in Mexico...and or for the purpose of illegally entering the US 
Did US Citizen violate....US law? Mexico law? Guatemala's laws? 


What are the penalties..US; Mexico and Guatemala? 


Do any of these countries have laws against illegal EXIT of their countries? Or EXITING their individual countries with intent to commit violations of other 
countries? 
Seems like one might want to ask these questions prior to involvement in these activities. What seems like "good intentions" and or "humanitarian aid" in our 
country may be considered extreme violations in other countries...Examples are numerous...Missionaries from the US getting imprisoned throughout the world... 


Perhaps you could ASK PIMA COUNTY SHERIFFAND OUR BORDER PA TROL LAISON to get 
speakers from these other countries...examp/e perhaps Police Chief from Sonoyta, or from the 
Mexican Embassy or Consulate in Phoenix....to give a presentation on these issues. Perhaps for 
the good sam group or even better at WPCCC or another public meeting. 
I think Sheriff Napier would be willing to assist or perhaps Lt. Rob Kumal here at the Ajo station. 
Would hate to see nice folks from Ajo, incarcerated in a foreign country, wouldn't you? 








